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ABSTRACT.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a

versal germ of deformations

folds.

for elliptic pseudogroup

structures

on compact mani-

Under suitable restrictions, the versal germ is shown to be universal.

Introduction. Kodaira and Spencer initiated the theory of deformations of
compact complex manifolds in 1958 [7], [8]. The existence problem was solved
soon after by Kodaira, Nirenberg and Spencer [8], [9], under the assumption
that the cohomology group H2(M, 8) = 0, where 8 = sheaf of germs of infinitesimal automorphisms of the complex structure i.e., 8 = sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on M. The parameter space for deformations, in the Kodaira
Spencer theory, is an open neighborhood of zero in HX(M, 8).
In 1962, Kuranishi succeeded in removing the restriction H2(M, 8) = 0, but
only at the cost of admitting an analytic variety in Hl(M, 8) as parameter space.
That is, Kuranishi proved the existence of a versal (complete) germ of deformations of an arbitrary compact complex manifold. He presented a new and simplified proof for this theorem at the Minnesota Conference in 1964 [12]. A detailed version of the new proof with some improvements has appeared in [13].
In the meantime, Spencer in his fundamental papers [20], [21] laid the
foundations for a general theory of deformations. The existence theorem (for elUptic transitive pseudogroups) generalizing the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem for
complex structures has recently been proved by Malgrange[15].
The aim of this paper is to show that Kuranishi's method of proof can
easUybe generalized in the context of Spencer's machinery to give an existence
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theorem for versai germs for elliptic pseudogroup structures on compact manifolds. In this, Malgrange'stheorem plays a crucial role. Roughly speaking, the
main theorem is: Let M be an m-dimensional compact C°° manifold without
boundary. Let T(ROT)be an elliptic transitive pseudogroup on Rm, and let M.

be a T(Km) structure on M. Then, there exists a versalgerm of deformations ofM0.
The parameter space for the versal germ of deformations is an analytic variety in
771(M, Inf) where Inf is the sheaf of germs of infinitesimal automorphisms of the
r(Rm) structure M0. If H2(M, Inf) = 0, then the parameter space is an open
neighborhood of 0 in 771(M, Inf) and the versal famüy is effective at the origin.
We also prove in this paper that, under additional conditions, the versal famUy we
construct is actually universal. Que, using the machinery of groupoids, proved
the existence of a versal famüy for analytic elliptic pseudogroups [17].
In §1, we review very briefly Spencer's machinery. A definitive version of
this is now avaUable [11], and the reader is referred to it for the detaUs. In §2
we introduce deformations of pseudogroup structures and the notion of infinitesimal deformations. FinaUy, in §3, we prove the main theorems.
1. Review of the machinery. In this section we very briefly recaU facts
about the Spencer resolutions for a system of partial differential equations on a
manifold M, and establish the notation that we shall use throughout the paper.
M wiU always denote a compact, C°° manifold (without boundary) of dimension m. Unless otherwise specified, everything wiU be C°°. T and T* wUl denote
the tangent and cotangent bundles of M respectively; JkT wiU denote the kth jet
bundle associated to T. Let Rk C JkT be a formaUy integrable, regular system of
Lie equations on M. (For the definitions see [11], [15], [23], [25].) [Let
T(M) be a transitive continuous Lie pseudogroup on M of order k. Then the de- •
fining equations for the T(M) vector fields on M are of this type [5].] Let Inf be
the sheaf of solutions of the equation Rk. Spencer has constructed the complexes

[11], [20], [21], [22], [25]

I,: 0 -» Inf-^

C,°Rfc
-^

C/Rk -^-^CTRk

— 0, / > k,

where CfR*. = R; = sheaf of sections of R¡ the (/ —k)th prolongation of Rk;
for p > 1 the Cf Rfcare locally free sheaves (hence the sheaves of sections of
vector bundles over M) the 73's are linear first order differential operators
and, for / G Inf, j¡f is just the /th jet of /. This complex has the following
properties.
(1) For / large enough (in the stable range) the cohomology of I¡ is
stable (independent of /), and if the original system Rk is eUiptic, so is the

complex Ir
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(2) 0 —►
Inf-^CX

-^ C¡Rk is exact.

(3) There is a bracket operation on ®p^0CpRk which makes it into a
graded Lie algebra sheaf. Moreover the bracket, [, ], has the following properties.

(a) D[u, v] = [Du, v] +(-l)r[u,Dv]
fovuECr,Rk, vECfRk.
(b) [u, v] = (-1)"+x [v,u], u E C¡Rk, v E CstRk.
(c) The Jacobi identity:
(-iyr[u,

foi uECfRk,

[v,w]]

+(-iyq[v,

[w,u]]

+(-l)qr[w,

[u,v]]

-0

vECqRk, wECr¡Rk.

We now introduce a nonlinear complex which is a finite form for the initial
portion of the linear complex. Briefly, the construction goes as follows: Let
C°°(M) be the sheaf of germs of local C°° maps of M into itself, and Aut M the
sheaf of germs of local C°° diffeomorphisms of M. Let J¡M be the manifold of
/jets of local C°° maps ofM. The source map a¡: J¡M —+M, j¡f(x)\—>-xand the
target map ß,: J¡M —>M, j¡f(x) \-*f(x) are submersions onto M. J¡M has defined on it a law of composition by ])g(y) • j,f(x) = j,(g ° /)(x), where y =
f(x). Let H¡M be the Lie groupoid of invertible elements of J¡M. The elements
of TitM are the / jets of local diffeomorphisms of M. Let 0 G M be a distinguished
point, and let (U¡M)Q= {i// G TÍ¡M; a¡\p = 0}. Then (Ti¡M)0is a principal fibre
bundle fibered by the target map ßl. Denote by J¡M and Ti¡Mthe sheaf of germs
of sections of al : J¡M —►
M and a/ : U¡M —*M respectively. Call A G Ti¡M admissible if ßi o A G Aut M. Denote by F¡M the subsheaf of admissible elements
of TijM. (T¡M is not to be confused with r(M). T(M) denotes a pseudogroup on
M.) We then have the morphism of groupoids j): Aut M —►T¡M.

Now let T(M) be a pseudogroup (of order k) on M. Let P^M)) C Ti¡M
be the set of all elements p E Ti¡Msuch that p= jj for some / G T(M). Let
K,(T(M))C Pt(T(M))be the admissibleelements of P¡(r(M)). Then K,(T(M)) C
TfM. Then, the foUowing nonlinear complex may be constructed:

xV,:1 — T(M) -^

Kt(T(M))-^

CxRk^

C2Rk

where Rk C JkT is the kth order system of equations for the pseudogroup T(M)

(T = T(M) = tangent bundle of M),

1 -> T(M)-^Kt(r(M)) -±+ C/ Rk
is exact and VxV = 0. V, Vx are nonlinear differential operators and Vx is given
by Vxu = Du — xh\u, u], where D is the operator of the linear complex and [,]
is the bracket on that complex.

We list the foUowingfacts.
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(1) Let Ft be a 1-parameter famüy of sections of K¡(r(M)), depending differentiably on the parameter t, and such that F0 =jk Id; then dFjdt\t-0 G
C°°(M, R;) where C°°(M, R;) denotes the space of global sections of the sheaf

R;. (C°°(M,R;) = C°°(M,R¡) = C°° sections of the vector bundle R,.)
(2) There exists a differentiablemap Exp: C°°(M,R¡) —* Ca(M,K¡(r(M)))
where Ca(M, K¡(r(M))) is the space of global sections F such that ßt ° F is an
automorphism of M where ßx is the target map.
Exp has the foUowing properties:

(a) For each %G C°°(M, R,), the map t G R h* Exp t%G Ca(M,Kt(r(M)))
is a 1-parameter subgroup of Ca(M, Kt(r(M))). That is,

Exp(i + 05 = (Expf$) ' (Expi'Ö.
Exp 0 = /, Id,

Exp(-/$) = (Expío*1.
iExp

f*

(b) ßt o Exp t% = exp r(J) where f is the projection of %onto TIÍ,i.e., f is
a r(M) vector field on M, and exp is the usual exponential map on M.
The complex TV;is a finite form for the complex 7;. More precisely, there

exists a contravariant action of K¡(F(M)) on Cf Rfcwhich we denote by Ad, such
that

§-tVFt\t=to = Ad Ft0(Dr,)
where {Ft) is a differentiable 1-parameter famüy of sections of K,(r(M)) over an
UC
open set UCM,
with Ff admissible,17= dFt/dt\t=t G C°°(V, R,) where V =

ftiU); and
£tV1vt\t=to=Du-[u,vto]
dt
where {u,} is a differentiable 1-parameter famüy of sections of C/ Rft over U and

u=dvt/dt\t=t(j.
The following properties hold for the operators V and Vx.

(1) P(^ * G) = Ad G(l?70+ VG. In particularft/7 • G) = PG <>F =
jkf, for/G r(M); and VF~X= -Ad F-^pf).
(2) D[Ad F(«)] ■ Ad F(Du - [VF~X,u]).
(3) For u G C¡ Rfeand F G K,(T(M)),defineuF = Ad F(u) + VF. Then
we have
uF-G = (uF)G, uld=u,

and Vx(uF) = Ad F(Vxu).

uF~l = Ad F~x(u-VF),
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The last relation shows, in particular, that u satisfies the integrability condition Vxu = 0 <* uF satisfies the integrability condition.
FinaUy, we introduce one more operator as foUows. Let {vt} be a differentiate «-parameter famUy of sections of C¡Rk with u0 = 0. Define Dt: CpRk —*

CP¡+Rk by Dtu = Du - [vt, u]. It is easüy seen that (Dt)2 = 0 *> Vxvt = 0.
The differential operators D, V, Vx are restrictions to the complexes I¡, N¡
of differential operators on the corresponding complexes for vector bundles [11],
[25]. We have occasion to use this fact in the proof of Proposition 3.5. It is
clear from the context there that we are considering D as such a restriction.
We mention here in passing that Spencer's machinery has its most natural
interpretation in the context of derivations of vector valued differential forms
[11]. The structure of such derivations has been worked out by Henrich and

Nickerson[6], [16].
2. Deformation of pseudogroup structures [5], [11], [17], [20], [21],

[22].

Let r(Rm) be a transitive continuous Lie pseudogroup of order k on

Rm. Let U C M be an open set and let S(U) = {«¿>l</>:
U-+ Rm is a local diffeomorphism onto the domain of an element of T(Rm)}.

A(U)= {(¡p,We, t e S(U) and ? ° -T1 € r(Rm)}.
If \px = yp2we define the product (<px,\px)(<p2,i/-2) = (Vi> $2)- We define an equivalence relation on S(U) by <p~ i> o (<p, ty)EA(U). Then S(U),
A(U), S(U)/A(U) are presheaves on M. Let the associated sheaves be S, A and
S/A and denote their spaces of sections by H°(M, S), H°(M, A) and H°(M, S/A)
respectively.
Definition 2.1. A T(Rm) structure on M is an element s E H°(M, S/A).
A T(Rm) manifold is a pair (M, s) where M is a C°° manifold and s is a V(Rm)
structure on M. (Integrable G-structures are the best known examples of pseudogroup structures [10], [19], [24].)
Let M¿ = (M, s0) be a T(Rm) structure on M. The local automorphisms of
the structure form a pseudogroup on M which we denote either by T(M0) or
T(M, s0). Any pseudogroup so induced is locally equivalent to T(Rm). Hence,
the pseudogroups associated to any two T(Rm) structures are locally equivalent.
In the sequel we shaU be considering families of T(Rm) structures on M,
parametrized by analytic varieties. Let IVC R" be an open set, and let S be an
analytic variety in W. Let Sr be the set of regular points of S. (By analytic
variety we mean the set of common zeros of a finite number of analytic functions.)
Definition 2.2. Let S be an analytic variety and let F: S —* Rk be a map.
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F wiU be called C°° if F is continuous and if F\s is C°° in the usual sense. A
continuous map F: S—►S' of analytic varieties is C°° if F\F-i,s^
is C°°.
Definition 2.3. Let U C M and S' C 5 be open sets. A C°° family of coordinates of M with parameter space 5 is a C°° map S: U x S' —» Rm such that
Si(x) = a(x, s) is a coordinate map for the differentiable structure on M for each

s G 5'.
Definition 2.4. A C°° famüy of T(Rm) structures on T17with parameter
space S is a collection {Sa} of C°° famÜies of coordinates of M such that
(1) for any p GM and any s G S, there is a £L with domain £/~ x 5' and
(p, s) G f77 x S';
(2) for each fixed t, the coUection {H^,} defines a T(Rm) structure onTli.
The T(Rm) structure defined by the coUection {£„} is labeUed Tkff. Hence,
we obtain a C°° famüy of T(Rm) structures on M, {Ms, s G S}. Let s0 G 5 be a
distinguished point; then a famüy {Ms,sGS) of T(Rm) structures with parameter space S is caUed a famüy of deformations of the structure M . If M0 is a
fixed T(Rm) structure onM, then a famüy of deformations of M0 with parameter
space S is a famüy of T(Rm) structures {Ms, s G S) such that there exists a distinguished point s0GS with Af = Tkf0. We then say that {Ms, s G S) is a C°°
famüy of deformations of Tl/0 over (5, s0).
Definition 2.5. Let {Ms, s G S] be a C°° family of deformations of M0 over
(S, s0). Then, the family (Ms, s G S) is caüed complete (versal) at s0 if for any
other famüy {Tlff,t G T) of deformations of M0 over (T1,r0), there exist an
open neighborhood T' C T with r0 G T', a C°° map t: (T\ t0) —* (5, s0) and
a collection {/f, t G T'} of diffeomorphisms of TWsuch that

(1) /'° = Id;
(2) f' is a T(Rm) isomorphism between Mf and MT(i); and

(3) for each p GM,f'(p) is C°° in t.
{Ms, s G 5} is called universal if the map r is unique.
Definition 2.6. The pseudogroup T(Rm) is called elliptic if the system

of linear differential equations, Rk, associated to T(Rm) is elliptic.
From now on, we assume that I\Rm) is elliptic and that we are working in
the stable range. Let M0 — (M, s0) be a T(Rm) structure on M, and let Inf be
the sheaf of germs of T(M¿) vector fields on M, i.e., Inf is the sheaf of germs of
infinitesimal automorphisms of M0. We then have the linear and nonlinear com-

plexes

j. o -fof JU CoR^oJUcitfo -iU. - • -^ crRf0 -0.
TV,:1 - iWo) -^ ^(r(M0)) -^ C1RMoJU C/2Rf°.
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The basic existence theorem is the following

Theorem 2.1(Malgrange

[15]). xYT(Rm) is elliptic, the sequence

1—IWo)-^ *i(IWo))
-*♦ W° A C?Rf°
is exact, where

C¡Rk° = {uEC¡ Rf ° l(Id - p0u)E AutQ(T)}
and p0 is the natural projection onto T*®T and Autö(7J) denotes the automorphisms of the sheaf T. (For a vector bundle E, E denotes the sheaf of sections of
E; 0 is the structure sheaf of M.)
Let us examine the meaning of this theorem. Let v be a global section of
Cj Rk satisfying the integrability condition Vxv = 0. Then, by the theorem of
Malgrange there exist an open cover of M by sets { Ua) and a collection {Fa} of
sections of K¡(r(M0)) over { Ua) such that VFa = v\v . If Ua n Uß is not empty,
on the overlap we have VFß = VFa - v\ u n uB- Hence>by the exactness of the
above sequence we have Fa ° Fßx = jlfaß for some faß E T(M0). Hence the collection of pairs {(Ua,Fa)} defines a T(Rm) structure on M.
Now, let vt be a parametrized family of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying
the integrability condition Vxvt = 0 for each t, and with vt = 0. Then, for t
close to t0, vt is a section of (5/ Rk ° and hence we obtain a C°° family {Ff a}
of sections of K¡(r(M0)) over { C/a}such that for each t, Fta o F~„l = jjt a&
for ftaß G r(M0). The coUection of pairs { Ua, Ffa}then defines a C°° deformation of the T(Rm) structure MQ. We shall now prove the converse, namely that
every germ of deformations of M0 is given by a collection of pairs {Ua, Ft a]
such that for each t and Uan Uß nonempty, Ff a ° F~ßx= j¡ft aß for some ft aß
E T(M0).

Let {Ha} be a family of deformations of M0 over the parameter space
(S, s0). Let E7: Uy x S' —»•Rm, and assume that s„ G5'. Let U C í/7 x 5' be the
set of aU (p, s), p EUy, s G S 'such that ¿7(p, s) G H7(í/7). Then Ü is an open
subset of Uy x S', and <77 x s0 C U. Then for each p G U there exist an open
neighborhood U of p and an open set Sp C 5', S 3 sQ, such that the map

ííi(,(c) = (S°)~ 'C^Cx)) is defined for all xEUp and all sESp.

Such a family

of maps defines a family of sections of the sheaf Aut M (over the open sets U )
parameterized by S, such that y.s0'p„ = Id for each p EM, and <p.
° ix>-1
= fs,pq
s,p
S'Q
E T(M0) whenever this composition makes sense. If M is compact, we can extract a finite subcoUection {Up., ¡psp.} and this subcollection then defines a deformation of M0.
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Let Ms be any T(Rm) structure on M. If we pick a distinguished point in
M, r(Ms) gives rise to a principal fibre bundle on M which we denote by P¡(Mf)
(see §1). Let us suppose now thatTlfj is obtained fromT170by the foUowing
data: an open cover { Ua) of M and a coUection {/„} of local diffeomorphisms

of M where each fa has domain Ua such that fa ° fßXG T(Af0) whenever this
composition makes sense. For any /, j¡fa G Ca(U, Y¡M) and the law of composition in the groupoid Yl¡Mdefines a diffeomorphism of principal fibre bundles,

Definition 2.7. The T(Km) structures M0 andMs are close ifP/Tl/0) and
P¡(Mf) are isomorphic as fibre bundles for every /.

Proposition 2.1. Let M be compact and let {Ms,s G S) be a C°° family
of deformations ofM0 over (S, s0). 77ze«there exists an open neighborhood S'
of sQ, such that for every s G S', Ms and M0 = Ms are close.
Proof. Since TI7is compact, there exist an open S" C S, s0 G S" and a
finite coUection {UpJ <¿>íjP.}
where the famüy {Up } coversM, and the local
diffeomorphisms <p are defined for each sGS".

For each x G M and s G S",define ?/*•*> = P,(MS)X-We first show that
P¡ = U sgs"-xbm^¡X'S^ is a principal fibre bundle over M x S". It clearly suffices to establish local triviality over sets of the type Up. x S". This is immediate
since the rnaps/,^
define an isomorphism of PI(MS)\U with PjíMq)^ ^v y
Now any point s G S has an open neighborhood which is contractible (in S)
to s. Moreover, the contraction can be made C°° at the regular points and continuous at the singular points (personal communication, John Mather). In particular, there is an open neighborhood S' of s0 which is contractible to s0. Then,
standard methods in the theory of fibre bundles show that P¡(Mf) and P¡(M0)

are isomorphic for s G S'. Q.E.D.
We have actually shown more than the statement of the proposition. We
have shown that for each s G S', there exists an isomorphism Gs- P¡(M0) —*■
P,(Mf) (once a C°° contraction of S' is chosen) and what is more, the famüy

{Gs} isC~inS.
We thus obtain a famüy of isomorphisms Gs: P,(M0) —*P,(MS) for s G S'.
Recall that we have a finite coUection of pairs {Up ,ipsp.)on the compact manifold M. DefineFsp. on Up. by Fsp. = j,^p.° Gs. Then, Fsp. o Fj^ =
iJs p p wnere fs ppG r(M0) as an easy computation shows. Hence, for a compact manifold M we have shown that given a C°° family {Ms, sGS) of deformations of M0 over (S, s0), there exists an open neighborhood 5' of s0, such that
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{Ms, s G S'} is given by a finite collection of pairs {UpJ F^p}, where the Fjp.

are sections of K¡(r(MQ)) over Up_. We can now state the main theorem.

Main theorem.

Let M be a compact C°° manifold without boundary of

dimension m. Let T(Rm) be a continuous, transitive, elliptic Lie pseudogroup of
order k<°°. Let M0 be a T(Rm) structure on M. Then there exists a versal

germ of deformations ofMQ.
In §3 we shaU use Hodge theory to construct a parametrized famüy {vt}
of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrabUity condition and with u0 =

0. Since for t smaU, vt is a section of C/ Rk °, Malgrange's theorem then gives
us a family of deformations of M0. We finally show that this family is versal.
We have seen that given a C°° family of deformations of M0 over (S, sQ),
there exists a famüy of pairs { U , ips } where U is an open set containing p
and ysp is a local diffeomorphism of Up. For each s, <psp<>
<p~x= /
where

/
G r(M0) whenever this composition makes sense. Let us assume now that
5 is nonsingular (i.e., S is an open region in euclidean space). Let U n Uq be
nonempty. Then for each xEUpn
Uq, the map gpq(s) = fStPq(x) as s varies
in an open neighborhood S' of s0 is a C°°map,gpq:S' —*M withgpq(s0) = x.
This map can obviously be described in the following way. Let v E TSQS,and let
7(f) be a C°° curve in S with 7(0) = s0 and dy(t)ldt\t=0 = v. Let { Up, V7(f)jP}
be the family of pairs with the local diffeomorphisms \psp restricted to 7(0- Then,

*7(0.p ° fyVU = fy(t)'.pq and for any x e Up n Uq' ^ maPfy(t),pq(x) defines
a C curve on M with fy(o),pq (x) ~ x- ^en

*P<7(")=57(/7(,),p(i)lr=oIn this way, we obtain a vector field (keep v fixed and vary xEU
<~\Uq) defined on UpnUq. Since/7(f)p<? G r(A/0), the vector field 8pq is a section of
Inf. It is easy to check that the cohomology class of the collection {0 }in
HX(M,Inf) is independent of the choices made and is well defined. Hence, the

map dgpq: TSQS-+ TJA induces a map pM: TSQ-* xY1^, Inf).

Definition 2.8. The map pM¿. TSQS—►
HX(M,Inf) is called the infinitesimal deformation of MQ associated to the C°° fanuly of deformations
{Ms:sES}.
Definition 2.9. The famüy {Ms: s E S] is called effective if pM : TSQS
—*HX(M,Inf) is injective.
We shaU show that the versal famüy we construct is effective when s0 is
a regular point.
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Following Spencer [23], we prove the lemma:

Lemma 2.1. With the hypotheses of the main theorem the complex I¡ is a
fine resolution for Inf in the stable range.
Proof.

Since T(Rm) is elliptic and since / is in the stable range, the com-

plex
r>upMo _d
w K/c

pipwo
w Kk

_d

. . . _d

rmvMo
w Kk

is an elliptic complex. Moreover, for each p > 0, Cf Rfc° is the sheaf of sections
of a vector bundle over M and hence is a fine sheaf. We have now to demonstrate the exactness of I¡. For each'p, let CfRk ° be the sheaf of sections of the
vector bundle Cf Rk °. Let u represent a germ of a section of Cr¡+1 Rk over the
point x0 G M and let Du = 0. By the third fundamental theorem of Cartan
(Goldschmidt [4]), there exists a local r(Rm) coordinate neighborhood U of x0
such that the operator D is analytic in these coordinates. Choose a metric in

C, + 1Rk ° Ify. Now let U0, Ux be neighborhoods of x0 such that U0 C Ux and
i/, C U. Let p be a differentiable function with support in Ux and which is
equal to 1 on U0. Let ux = pu. Since D is elliptic, there exists a local Green's
operator Lx on Í/, such that ux = DLxuv where D = D*D + 7)7)*, is the La-

placian defined locally. ux= uQ on Uand w, = DD*Llu1 + D*DL1u1. Since
Du y = 0 on U0, we have DD*DLlul = 0, and certainly D*D*DLxux = 0. Hence,
we have OD*DLlu1 = 0, and since D is strongly elliptic, D*DLX«, is real analytic on U0 (in the coordinates which we have chosen). Now, DD*DLlui = 0
and 0*7)7-!«! is analytic on U0, hence there exists co, a germ over x0 of a sec-

tion of C¡Rk ° such that Dcj = D*DLlul. Then, over some neighborhood U' C
U0, we have u = D(D*Llu1 + co). Q.E.D.
3. Proof of the main theorem (following Kuranishi [12], [13]). We shall
assume known the basic facts of the Hodge theory for elliptic complexes. Readers
who are unfamiliar with this may refer to [13, pp. 69-78] for a brief summary.
From now on M0 is a fixed T(Rm ) structure on the compact manifold M,
I is in the stable range and C*Rfc ° is identified with the sheaf of germs of sec-

tions of the vector bundle C,*/?"°.Recall that C^0

I,: 0 - M-±

C?Rf° ■£»C/R?° -*♦•••

= R^so

that CfR™0=RM°.

-*. C?<0 - 0

is a fine resolution of the sheaf Inf. We let C°°(C*Rk °) denote the space of
sections of the vector bundle C*Rk °. We introduce metrics on these vector
bundles, and let D* be the formal adjoint of 7) with respect to these metrics.
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We obtain the complex

C~(C°F?°) -£* C~(CJRMo)-^-^

C~(CM°).

We let n=DD* +D*D be the Laplacian. We let H* denote the space of harmonic
sections, TiH:C°° (C*Rk °) —►H* is the projection. Then we have the Hodge

decomposition: for <pG C°°(C*Rk °), <p= TlH<P
+ ÜGx>,where G is the Green's

operator for D. We let Q = D*G = GD*. Then, <¿>
= fl^ + DQ<p+ QD<p.Also,
q o Q = D* o Q = Q o D* = 0. nH o ß = ö o TlH= 0. We adopt the foUowing notation. For a vector bundle E, (C°°(E), q) wiU denote the pre-HUbert
space of global C°° sections of F equipped with the Sobolev q-norni. (C°°(E),q)
wiU denote the completion of the space.
Now we construct a famüy <p(s)of global sections of CJRk °, parametrized
by s G S such that <x>(s)
satisfies the integrabüity condition for each s G S and
ip(s0) = 0 for a distinguished point s0 G S.

Let $ = f> G C°°(C}R%°)\D<p
- %[y>,
</>]
= 0 and DV = 0 }. ThenD? #£>*fa, <¿>]
= 0 for all ^£$. (VD y - xhD*fa, ^] = £>£>*</?
+ Z>*Zfy
-

W* fa,<p]
■DD*<p
= 0 since£)*</>
= 0 andD*D<p
- KD*fa,<¿>]
= D*(D<p
- Vifa,ip])
= 0.)
Applying Green's operator G, we obtain GCkp— 1AGD*lp,ip] = 0 =><p—
TiHy- lAGD*y, </>]= 0. Putting Q = GD*, we have

V- &öfa><p]= TiH<p
=*K*

= {^ C{C\R^ °)fa - ^Öfa, d GxY1}.

DefineF: C~(C/Ff°) -» C°°(CJR^°)byF(¿)» * - V4ß[^,
d. fa, d depends only on the 1-jet of <pand hence is a first order differential operator (non-

linear). Then, &gfa, <p]= lAGD*[\p,</>],and Z)*fa, <p]is a second order (nonlinear) differential operator and hence uniformly continuous from (C°°(CJRk °),q)
to (C°°(CJRk °), q — 2). Since G is uniformly continuous (actually bounded

Unear)from (C(CJRk°), q - 2) to (C°(CJRk°),q), fcßfa, <p]is uniformly
continuous from (C°°(CLflf0), a) to (C°°(CJRf °), ?) and hence F extends to a

map, still denoted by F,

F: (C~(C/<°), î) — (C°°(C/< °), x?).
The Fréchet derivative dF of F at the origin is just the identity map, and since
F = Identity —Quadratic, F is an analytic map of Hubert spaces. Hence, by the
inverse function theorem for Banach spaces, there exist open neighborhoods U,

V of 0; U, V C (C°°(CJR^0),q) such that F: U -* V is invertible,i.e., F"1
exists and F_1 : F —►U is analytic. Let e > 0 be sufficiently small, and let W =
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{s G7711\\s\\q< e). Then F~x : W -* C°"(C}R^°) and F~x(s) = rtß) with
F(rts)) = s. rts) still satisfiesthe condition

Urts)-Wirts),

tfs)] =0.

£rts)-HQW)Ms)] = s
=>Oip(s)—1ÁnD*G[rt¿),rts)] = us = 0 (sinces is harmonie)

=>arts) - %D*[rts),
'as)] + mHD*[rts),rts)] = o.
But, UHD*[rts),rts)] = 0 =>Drt.s) - UD*[rts),rt.s)] = 0.) Hence,by a
well-known theorem of Doughs and Nirenberg on quasüinear elUptic operators [2],

rtß)is C°°.
Now we find necessary and sufficient conditions for rtß) to be in i>. (v>(s)

is alreadyin *.) Recall,$ = {^E C~(C/#f °)|7)y9~ xh[<p,<p]- 0 and D*>p

= 0).
It is immediatethat D*rts) - 0.

(■:rts)-UQ[rts),rts)]"»
>*7)*<¿)(s)
- 1/i7)*7)*G[(/<s),
<¿<s)]= D*s = 0

(s is harmonic)

-D*rtß)- 0).
Now,

rts) - Vißlrts),rts)] = s =>7ty(s)- UDQlrts),rts)]

* Drts)- %[rts),rts)] = KDQ[v(s),
rtß)]- K[rts),rts)]
= KDD*G[rts),
rtß)]- H[rts),rts)]
= -KD*DG[rts),rts)]-'ÁU^rtslrts]
= ~lÁQD[rts),rts)]-%nH[rts),rtß)]Since the images of QD and n^ are orthogonal in the 7,2-norm, Drtß) —

Ví[rts),rts)] = 0 «•QD[rts),rtß)] = 0 andTlH[rts),rts)] = 0. Butwehave
the foUowing

Lemma.YlH[rts),
rts)] = 0 * QD[rts),rts)] = 0.

Proof. QD[rts),rts)] = 2Q[Drts),rts)] = 2Q[KDQ[rts),
rts)]. rts)]C:KDQ[rts),rts)]=Drts))

= Q[[rts),
rts)],rts)]- engirt»),rtß)]>
rts)]
-Q[QD[rts),rts)],rts)]
- fit [rts),rts)], rts)] - Q[QD[rts),
rts)], rts)]
(~nH[rts),rts)] =o).
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[fa(s), <p(s)],ip(s)] = 0 by the Jacobi identity. Hence, we finally have

QD[y(s),
<rfs)]- -QlQDlris),<&)],*>(*)]
•
Let QD[tfs), tfs)] = ?(s); then we have $(s) = -ßß(j),

tfs)] => \\%(s)\ <

clljjfs)Wqh(s) Wqwhere c is a constant independent of £(s) and v?(s) (this is an
easy consequence of Sobolev's lemma) ■*£(s) = 0 if IIi/j(s)Il9 is small.
This proves the lemma.
Hence, for \\<p(s)
II sufficiently small,

i(i)e*onwMi).i(i)]

=o.

Hence, we have a famüy of global sections <p(s)of CJRk ° parametrized by s in
a smaU neighborhood of 0 in Hx » Hx (M, Inf), and t/j(0) = 0. <x>(s)
satisfies the
integrability condition for \\<p(s)
II small, if and only if s lies in the analytic

varietyS definedby the equationfl^fais)» <fi(s)]= 0.
This completes the first part of our task. It remains to show the versality
of the famüy <p(s). First, we have an immediate

Corollary.
If H2(M, Inf) = 0, then S is nonsingular,and is in fact an
open neighborhood of zero in HX(M, Inf).

Proof. SincexY2~ H2(M, Inf), H2(M, Inf) = 0 =>n^fa, <¿>]
=0 for aU

*,<pEC~(CJRM°). Q.E.D.
Before we can prove the versality of the famüy <p(s),we need to prove the
foUowing proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Let vx and v2 be global sections of CJRk ° satisfying
the integrability condition. Then vx and v2 define equivalent T(Rm) structures
o there exists F E Ca(M,Kt(T(M0)))such that (vxf = Ad F(vx) + VF = v2.
Proof. Suppose there exists an F as stated in the proposition. Let {Fj}
be sections of xT;(r(M0)) over{(7a} such that VFax= vx for each a. {F?} exists by the theorem of Malgrange and defines a T(Rm) structure on M. Then
F, and Fx • F define equivalent r(Rm) structures on M (where Fx • F is the
coUection {Fj • F}) and hence the conclusion foUows from the fact that

V(F1 • F) = v2 for each a.
Suppose now that vx and v2 satisfy the integrabüity condition and define
equivalent T(Rm) structures. This means that there exist an open cover {Ua}aej
of M and a collection {F^}aeA of sections of K¡(r(M0)) (Fx being defined on
Ua) such that VFX = vx for each a. SimÜarly, we can find { Vß}ßsBand {F^}(3eB

such that VF^ = v2 for each ß. Also, each Fx (F^) covers a local diffeomorphism

n(f2) ofm.
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Now let Waß = UaC\ Vß. Then {Waß) is an open cover forM, and by restriction, we obtain the coUectionsof sections {Ffß) and {F2ß) where VF\ß = vx and
VF20 = v2. The collection of local diffeomorphisms {/f3} on the open cover
{Waß) defines the T(Rm) structure Mx .associatedto vx. Simüarly, the coUection of
local diffeomorphisms {f2ß) on the open cover {Waß) defines the T(Rm) structure
M2 associated to v2. Since vx and v2 define equivalent T(Rm) structures, there exists a global diffeomorphism/: TI7—>Msuch that the collection {ffß ° f) defines a
T(Rm) atlas for the structure M2 associated tou2.
FinaUy, we define covers forM as follows:
1. Consider/"1^),
aGA,ßGB andletWaßy5 =Waßnf-1(Wy5),a,y
GA,ß,8GB. Then the coUection{Waßy8),a, y G A, ß, 8 G B coversM.
2. Consider/(W^), aGjUß G Bandlet WaßyS= f(Waß) n WyS, a,yGA,
ß,8GB. Then, the coUection {WaßyS), a,yGA, ß, 8 GB covers M. It is evident
that for any a, ß, y, 8, a,yGA, ß,8GB there exist a, ß', y', 8', such that

f(Waßys)z=Wa'ß'y'o^

lff(WaßyS)=Wa.ßVli.thenf?<3''*'!>
*f=f™
and ffyb

are restrictions of ffß'

pußyt

=yi(^/375)0paßy6

and ff
and

otf^where/«'^'6'

respectively and <paßySG r(MQ). Define
paßyd

= rpa'ß'y'S'yl

0 rpaßySy

We have to show that the coUection {FaßyS } defines an admissible global section of

Kt(r(M0)). Let U= Waßy6 n Wabcd* 0. Then
paßyS =pabcd

QnU

o rpCL'ß'y'S'yl

^rpab'c'd'\

„ (paßySj

Q spa'ß'y'6'\-l

m çpa'b'cd')

0 (pabcd^

_ Spabcd\Q?aßy5\-l

Qn rj

_

Left-hand side = jl[(fla'b'c'd) ° (/f'"V«')-»],

Right-handside = jlWbcd) ° (f^bcd) <=(ffyb)~x

° (^t«)-1]

= /, [f¡'b'c'd')° / ° /"' ° (ffßVs Y' ]
= left-handside.
Hence, the coUection{Faßy } defines a global section. An easy check shows that
this section covers the global diffeomorphism /. Hence the section is admissible.

Q.E.D.
Let rts) be the global sections of C]Rk ° that we constructed. The <p(s)are
integrable and in addition satisfy the condition D*rts) —0 for each s. Let co(r),
t G T, be any other famüy of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrabUity
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condition, and such that a>(0) = 0. By the previous proposition, we need to find

an open neighborhood 7/ of 0, and a famüy F(t), t ET, such that F(0) = Id
and (u(t))F^=
Ad F(t)(u(t)) + VF(t) = y(s(t)) where s(t) means that s is a
C°° function of t.
Recall first that associated to T(M0) we have the principal fibre bundles
P¡(M0) with structure groups Gv Let T(P¡(M0)) be the tangent bundle of P¡(M0)
and let ¥(P¡(M0)) C T(P¡(M0)) be the vertical vectors. Then we have the short
exact sequence of vector bundles over Af [1]

0 — F(P,(M0))/G;— T(Pl(MQ))lGl— T(M)— 0.
A splitting of this sequence is a connection on P¡(M0) and defines an isomorphism

T(Pl(M0))lGl=* V(Pl(MQ))lGl® T(M).
R¡ °<is isomorphic to T(Pl(MQ))jGland T(P¡(M0))IG¡is a bundle of Lie algebras
overM, with fibre g; the Lie algebra of G¡.

Let %be a global C°° section of RM°. Then, f » (fj, £2) with ^ a global
section of V(Pl(M0))jGland £2 a vector field on M. Since the fibre of
F(PI(M0))lGl can be identified with g¿, the usual exponentiation in Lie groups
followed by left multiplication defines an isomorphism of fibre bundles e^j):
P¡(M0) —*Pl(M0). Now we fix a metric onM. For %2(x)E TX(M),consider the
geodesic starting out at x and with tangent vector %2(x)at x. Let p be the end
point of the geodesic at time 1. Let e(%2)(x) = p. For smaU £, e(|2) is a diffeomorphism of M onto itself. Then, the connection on Pt(M0) (induced by the
splitting of the short exact sequence) allows us to lift <?(|2) to a fibre bundle map
e(£2): P,(M0) —*■
P,(MQ). Define F(£): P,(M0) —>P,(M0) as the composite,
E(%) = e~(%2)° e,(%x). F(£) is a bundle map over the diffeomorphisme(c;2).

e(?)Wmo)x dePends onlyon &*)•
Proposition 3.2. There exists a neighborhood U of zero in C°°(M, CJRk°)
in the Sobolev q-norm for q large enough, such that for every v EU, there exists

a unique $(u) G C°°(M,C?RM°) such that D*((vfMv») = 0,and %is C° in v.
Proof.

RecaUH°={%E CX(C^0)\D% = 0} and V

= the orthogonal

complement of//0 in the ¿2-norm.

Definea mapF: V

x C°°(C/flf°) — V by F(%,v) = D*^^)

=

D*(Ad E(Ç)(v)) + D*V(E(%)). Let G be the Green's operator. An easy computation shows that F(£, v) = 0 •» GF(%,v) = 0. Since F(£) depends only on the
0-jet of £, F(£, v) depends on the 2-jet of £ and the 0-jet of v and hence is a
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second order differential operator as a function of %and a 0-order differential
operator as a function of v. Hence, F is uniformly continuous from

(VxC-(C/Rf0),x7)-(i//0.<7-2).
And hence, GF can be extended to the completions:

GF: C~(xxY°xC-(C¿R%°),q) — (LH°,q).
Consider the partial derivative 9(GF)/9£|/0> Qy It is clear that the only con-

tribution is obtained from the term GD*V(E(Ç))and 3(GF)/3£|(0 0) = GD*D =
Identity: XH° —>XH°. (We are using the fact that the Frëchet derivative of V is

D.)
Hence, by the implicit function theorem in Banach spaces, there exists an
open neighborhood U of zero in C°°(CJRk°) such that for every vEU, there exists a unique |(y) in Vwjth £(0) = 0 and such that GF($(v), v) = 0. Moreover,
£(u) is C in v.
But GF(£(v), v) = 0 o F(|(u), u) = 0. Hence, for every vEU, there exists

unique |(u) such that D*((vf(£(u))) = 0. Q.E.D.
It is now clear that the famüy tp(s) of deformations of M0 is versal. For let
co(f) be a famüy of global sections of CJRk ° satisfying the integrabüity condition and with co(0) = 0. Then, by the proposition above, if co(t) is sufficiently
smaUin the Sobolev g-norm, there exists a unique £(w(f)) such that

z)*((co(0r7(f(a,(i))))= o.
Hence, F(|(co(f))) is the global famüy F(t) that we were seeking.
We have the coroUaries:

Corollary
Proof.

1. IfHx =0, then the T(Rm) structure M0 is rigid.

The versal famüy consists only of the element MQ.

Corollary 2. Let <xxV)
be the versalfamily constructed above. Then
there exists a neighborhood U of zero in C°°(CJR k °) in the Sobolev q-norm for
q large, such that if<p(s0)E U, then v?(s)is a versalfamily of deformations oftp(sQ)
(that is, of the T(Rm) structure defined by ^(s0)).

Proof. Let co(r), t E T, be a famüy of global sections of CJRk °, satisfying the integrabüity condition and with u(0) = v(s0). u(t) defines a deformation of the T(Rm) structure defined by v?(s0). Let U be the open neighborhood
of zero in C"(CJRk °) constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.2, and assume
that </>(s0)
G U. Then for smaU t, «(f) G U. Hence, for smaU enough t, there
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exists a unique %(i)such that 7J)*((co(0)£'a(i))) = 0 and ?(0) = 0. Hence, E(%(t))
defines an equivalence of u(t)) with rts(t)) (in the sense of T(Rm) structures) and

£(£(0)) = Identity. This provesthat rtß) is versalfor rtso)- Q-E.D.
We want to show now that the versal famüy rtß) lhat we have constructed
is effective at the origin. Let us recaU first that we have a fine resolution for Inf:

0 — Inf-^ C?r#°-£* C/Rf°-Z+-^

CTRf0- 0.

This sequence of sheaves gives rise to a complex

C~(C°<0) -£♦ C"(C^f °) -^-^

C~(C/< °),

and a standard theorem in the theory of sheaves asserts that ^(M,

Inf) £=pfh
cohomology of the above complex.
Now let {Ms, s G S) be a C°° famüy of deformations of M0, and let
pM : Ts —►771(M, Inf) be the infinitesimal deformation. (We are assuming for
the moment that S is nonsingular.) Let {Ms, s G 5} be represented by a famüy
cj(s) of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrabüity condition and with
^(So) = 0- Then, there exist an open covering {Ua) ofM, and a C°° famüy of

sections{Fi(a}of tf,(r(TI/0))suchthat F^ o Frf =jlfsaß for f^

G V(Rm).

Now, let v G Ts S and let y(t) be a C°° curve in S starting at s0, such that ?'(0) =
v. Then, pM (v) is represented on Ua n I/jj by the cocycle 0a(5= d(fy^aß)/dt\t=Q,
where/7(f)a(3 is/i)a(3 restricted to the curve y(t). The injection/, maps 0aj3 into

lßaßi-h\dt

(fy<.t),aß))t=Q-Jttiify{t),oLß) r=o

dr(F7(0.a)Jr=o
dí^(fW)|r=oIt is easily seen that pM (v) is represented by the global section x of C¡Rk °
given by

X\ua=0Jj(Fy(t)ia)
X is a global section as \\n

t=0'

~ xlt/„ on Ua n Uß, since

Ddt~(Fy(t),c) t=0 = 5í (^FT(f).a)

f=0

and
P(F7(f),a) = ^(f)^)-

From the above, it is clear then that the global section of C]Rk ° representing
pM (v) is d(oû(y(f)))/dt\t=Q. We can now prove

Proposition 3.3. 77zeversalfamily (rtß), s G S) of deformations ofM0
is effective at the origin if S is nonsingular.
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Proof.

RecaU that the famüy was given by an analytic map tp: Hx: —►

C°°(C[Rk °), s |—>•t^(s). The discussion above merely says that if S is nonsingular
at zero, then pM is simply dtp. But, we saw in the proof of the main theorem

that dtp= Identity. Q.E.D.
FinaUy, we want to show that "equivalent" deformations have the same
infinitesimal deformation.

Definition 3.1. Let {Ms,s E 5} and {Mr tET}be
formations of M0 over (S, s0) and (T, t0) respectively.

C°°famüies of de{Mt, s E S} and

{Mt, t ET} are said to be equivalent if there exist open neighborhoods U and V

of s0 and t0 respectively, U C 5 and V C T, an invertible C°° map t: (V, t0) —►
(U, s0) and a coUection {/f, t E V} of diffeomorphisms of M such that

(1) f° = Identity;
(2) f* is a T(Rm) isomorphism between Mt and MT^ty, and

(3) for eachpEM, f(p) is C" in r.
Then, we have the following
Proposition 3.4. Let [Ms, s ES}and {Mt, tET}beequivalent deformations ofM0, where S and Tare nonsingular. Then the following diagram commutes:

dr

HX(M,Inf)
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show the foUowing:
Let 7(ix) be a C°° curve in T starting at t0, and such that 7'(")lu=o = vThen dr(y(u))ldu \u=0 = dr(v). Let cj(j(u)), vKjCK"))) be global sections of
Cj Rk ° defining deformations along the curves y(u) and r(7(zx)) respectively. Then
we need to show

J;co(7(«))L=0
= £V(r(7(")))|u=0 OnxY1
(M,Inf)).
Since the deformations are equivalent, there exists a parametrized famüy Fy^
admissibleglobal sections of K¡(r(M0)) such that
Ad F7(u)(co (y(u))) + VFy(u) = tp(T(y(u))) with Fy{0) = Id.

We need to show that
|(Ad

Fyiu)(u(7(u))) + VFy(u))\u=0 = £o*M)\um0

(equal in the sense of cohomology classes in HX(M, Inf)). But

of
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Hence d(VFy^)¡du\u=0

du^Fy(u))\u=o ~DduFy(«)\»=ois a coboundary. Hence, it suffices to show:

class of ¿k (Ad F7(u)(cj(7(u))))|u=0 = class of ^cü(7("))|u=0-

But,
£(AdF7(u)(co(7(«))))|u=0

=(ad{íFy(u))
LJ (wW0)))
+AdF*o)(á"M"»)Uo
where ad is an infinitesimal form of Ad; see Kumpera and Spencer [11]. But,

w(7(0)) ■ 0 and F^y^0^ = Id. Hence

d
d
dû (Ad F-y(,)("(7(«))))|u=o = dû "M"))
This proves the proposition.

u-0-

Q.E.D.

A uniqueness theorem. We have constructed a famüy {Ms, s E S} of T(Rm)
structures defined by a C°° famüy (¿>(s)of global sections of CJR¡c° satisfying the
integrabüity condition and with i¿>(0)= 0. This famüy is versal at the origin. We
want to show that under suitable conditions this famüy is actuaUy universal. (See

Definition 2.5.)
Let {Mt, t E T} be any other famüy of deformations of M0, with M(t0) =
M0. Let {Mt, t ET} be defined by a C°° famüy of global sections co(r) of
Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrabüity condition and with co(r0) = 0. Then there exist an open neighborhood T of i0, a C°° map r: (T1, t0) —►(5, 0), and a coUection {/f} of diffeomorphisms of M, such that /f defines a T(Rm) equivalence
between Mt and MT^, and with /fo = Identity. We want to show that under
suitable conditions the map r is unique. (Possibly on a smaUer open set T" C T1.)
First, some notation. From now on {Ms, s ES} wÜl always denote the
versal famüy constructed in the proof of the main theorem, and y(s) the C°°
famüy of global sections of CJRk ° associated to {Ms, s ES}. The operators D°

wül then be definedby D°: C*RM°-> Cz*+1Rf
° by £>°u= Dv - fa(s),v].
Since the <¿>(s)are
integrable, we have (D0)2 = 0 and D^ = D. Htyice, we obtain

a C°° famüy of sheaf complexes, (SQ*,

(SQÍ= C°RM
ofl c/Rf0^ Q2Rf
° i...

i

erf °

with (SC)f the usual linear complex we have been considering. Associated to
each T(Rm) structure Ms, we have the associated sheafing with Inf0 = Inf, the
groupoids K£T(MS)) and the principal fibre bundles P¡(MS). And associated to
each T(Rm) structure M , we have the linear complex:
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Cf = 0 — i„f<X. coRMs
El corm,El+ ... El, ctrms _ 0
so that D0 = D = D°0, and C?= (SG),° = tne usual linear complex.
Associated to the complexes (SC)S¡and C¡, we have the complexes (of C°°
sections of the underlying vector bundles)

Ç: C~(C°RMo)^> C-iCÎR1!0)^* • ' • -^ C~(CmRM°),

Ilf: C-(CfR1¡!')^+C°'(C¡R%')^2*-• • -^ C-(C7Äf*)■
Now let us recaU that with the groupoid U¡M, we can associate the principal
fibre bundle (IIiTW)0. Then, an admissible section of F¡M defines a map of fibre
bundles (fI^r/)0 —►(H¡M)0 (by the law of composition in the groupoid). An admissible section of 7v/(r(M0)) then defines a map of principal fibre bundles P¡(MQ)—►
P¡(M0) in the same way. Let us denote by H?(C?RM°) and H*(C^Rks) the cohomology groups of the complexes I* and II* respectively. We have the following:

Proposition 3.5. Let {Mt, tGT) be a C°°family of deformationsofM0.
Then there exists an open neighborhood VC T of t0, such that there exists a C°°
family of admissible global sections G(t) ofTtM, parametrized by tG V and with
the following property. Each G(t) considered as a bundle map defines an isomorphism (over the identity) G(t): P,(MQ)—*P,(Mt)and the following diagram
commutes.

C~(C<¡RMt)-^C~(C¡RMt)-^'

Ad G(t)

Ad G(t)

0

D*

C~(c}i?f°)^C"(C/7?f0)^

• • ^>C-(C?R»t)

Ad G(t)
D*

• - • -^ C~(C?RMk°)

Proof. We have a covering {Ua } of M and a collection {Fa t) of local
admissible sections of K¡(r(M0)) over the collection of local diffeomorphisms

l4,,W-

0ver each U«>deflne GJJ) °y GJf) = (J)fa,t)~l ° Fa,v We show

now that the coUection {Ga(t)) defines a global section of r;Mover the identity.
Let Ua fi Uß be nonempty and consider

Ga(t) o (Gß(t))~x= (/,/.,,)-« ° Fat o Fßx o ffa

= 0)fa,tri°fl(fatt°fß;tx)ojlfßit

»/|(tí

° f*,t ° fß~,t°fß.t) "/i (Identity).
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This proves that G is globaUy defined over the identity. It is then clear that

Ad G(t): C°°(CfRk{) -* C°°(C,*/?f°) is an isomorphism. To show commuta-

tivity of the diagram, we have to show that Ad G(DÇ)= D° Ad G(%),for %G

C"(C,*Ä?f)- ButD°t Ad G%= £(Ad Gti)) - [VF,Ad G(£)] (whereby VF, we
mean the global section of CJRM° defined by the collection {VFa})

= Ad G(DH)- Ad G[VG~X,£] - [PF, Ad G(Ç)]
= Ad G(DÇ)- [AdGííJG-1),Ad G(g)] - [VF,Ad G(|)]
= Ad G(D%)+ [VG,AdG(%)]- [VF,Ad G«)].

But VG= VF. HenceAd G(D$)= Z)°Ad G(|). Q.E.D.
Corollary.

If{Mt, t ET} is a family of deformationsofM0, then

dim Hp(M, Inff) /'s an upper semicontinuous function (of t).

Proof.

Proposition 3.5 implies that H*(C*Rk°) <*H*(C*Rk') ^H*(M, Inf»

where the second isomorphism is obtained from the fine resolution of lnft. Now,
since M is compact, for small t, the complex (SG); is an elliptic complex, since it
is a smaU deformation of the eUiptic complex (SQ? which is the usual linear comM f\
plex. Then, by a well-known theorem on eUiptic complexes, dim H*(CfP-k ) is an
upper semicontinuous function. This proves our contention. Q.E.D.
Our uniqueness theorem follows from Theorem II (also see [14]).
Theorem II. Let {Ms, s ES} be the versal family of deformations ofM0
constructed in the main theorem. Let dim H°(M, Infs) be constant in an open
neighborhood of 0 in S. Then, there exist an open neighborhood U of the identity in Ca(M, xTz(r(M0))) (where Ca(M, K¡(r(M0))) is the space of global admissible sections of K,(T(M0)) equipped with Sobolev q-norm for large q), and an
open neighborhood VofO in S such that every F E U can be expressed as F =
ExpíAd G(s)(^)) » E(ns), where £, G xY°(M,Inf,) = xY°,and vs G XH°for each
s E S and G(s) is the map of Proposition 3.5. The map F(tj) is the one defined
above, and the map Exp (?) is the one defined in § 1 frozen at time 1.

Proof. We prove this theorem in two steps.
Step 1. We first show that F(£) sweeps out a small neighborhood, W, of the
identity in Ca(M, H¡(r(M0))) as £ varies in a small neighborhood W' of zero in
C°°(CfRk °), W and W' being open in the Sobolev ^-norrn topology for large q.
We know that E(%) = ë(%2) ° e'(^x) and since re(%x)is defined by the usual exponential in Lie groups, it suffices to show that e(|2) sweeps out a small neighborhood of the identity in Diff(Ai) (Diff(M) = Diffeomorphismsof M).
We do this as follows: Cover M by a finite number {Ua } of normal neighborhoods (for the metric defining eQ2)). Choose open sets Va such that Va C Ua
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and { Va) covers M. This is always possible. Consider all/G Diff(M) such that/(Fa)
C Ua, for each a. Denote the set of all such diffeomorphisms by Sm DifftTW).It is
clear that if /G Diff(Af)is sufficiently close to the identity in the C0 topology, then /

G Sm Diff(jM).Hence, Sm Diff(Af)contains an open neighborhood of the identity in
the C0 topology. Call this neighborhood W. For any/G W,join x and/(x) by a
unique geodesic. Take the tangent to this at x and call it %x.Then the vector field %
so defined has the property that e(£) =/. Hence, there exists a neighborhood of the
zero section W in the C0 topology in C°°(M,T(M)) such that %G W',e(%)GW,and
for every fGW, there exists %G W' such that e(%)= f. Now Sobolev's lemma
implies that for q large enough, W and W' are open in the g-norm topology. This
proves our contention.
Step 2. Associated to each Ms, we have the principal fibre bundles P¡(MS)
and local bundle maps F s: PI(M0)\U —►Pi(M0)\rj(sy We defined global
bundle isomorphisms G(s), G(s) : P¡(M0) —►P¡(Mf), and Proposition 3.5 implies
that Ad G(s) defines an isomorphism between 77^ and H^(C*Rk °). Since dim 77°
is locally constant, dim H^(C*Rk °) is locaUy constant. Let us denote
H^(C*Rk °) by 77^ from now on. Then we obtain a C°° family of complements

of V in C°°(C?Rk
°). Thatis, wehaveC^CJ^f °) ^ #? ©V.
For each s, define the map Qs:

Qs: H°s© ^

^ C"(C?Rk°) by Qs(Xs,t?) = *

where <¿>
is the element which makes the following diagram commutative

Ca(M,K,(r(M0)))
Exp o E

t

H^eW-^cr^R,0)
That is Exp (xs) ° £"(77)= E(y). Qs is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of zero (in Sobolev <7-norm)and an easy computation shows that £**ô0l(o,o)
= Identity. We also note that Qs has the foUowing property. Let {x„}be a
Cauchy sequence in 77^ © 77° (in the Sobolev <7-norm). Suppose {Qs(xn))is

Cauchyin C°°(C?RM°). Then, if
{x„ } -> x G (77°© ^TT0,
q)-^®1^,

q),

then

Í0^„)} -*VG(C°(C?Rk0),q)-«T(CfR^°),q).
We need the following trivial generalization of the inverse function theorem
for Banach spaces.

Proposition.

Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and let X and Y be
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their completions. Let f: X —-*■
Y be continuously differentiable in a neighborhood ofOEX, and let df\0 be a toplinear isomorphism. In addition suppose f
satisfies the following property: {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X converging to
xEX -Xand {/(x„)} is Cauchy in Y =>{/(x„)} convergestoyEY-Y.
Then,
fis invertible in a neighborhood of zero.
Applying this proposition, we see that there exists an open neighborhood
U' of zero in C°°(C°Rk °) such that for every <pG U', there exist axsEH^ and
a unique r¡s G W, where W C x//° is sufficiently small in the Sobolev q-norm
such that E(<p)= Expfx,) ° E(r¡s). Then, Step 1 in our proof implies that if F
is small enough F = Exp(x,) ° E(rjs). Define %s= Ad G(s)~x(xs). This proves

our theorem. Q.E.D.
Corollary
1. Let {Ms, s ES} be the versal family constructed in the
main theorem. Let dim H°(M, Infs) be constant in a neighborhood of OES.
Then, there exist an open neighborhood U of the identity in C°°(M, Ki(r(M0)))
(U open in the Sobolev q-norm for q-large) and an open neighborhood VofOE
S such that for any FEU, and sx, s2 E V, F does not define an equivalence of
the T(Rm) structures Ms and Ms .
Proof. Let {££)•be an open covering foiM and let M and M be represented
by the collections of local admissible sections of Â^z(r(M0)),{Fai } and {Fa>J}. If
Ms and Ms are equivalent, then there exists a global admissible section F of
K¡(r(M0)) such that for each a, Fa>J °F= F s . Let C/be the open neighborhood of
the identity in Ca(M, K¡(r(M0))) constructed in the last theorem. Then, F =

Exp(Ad G(sx)(Çs )) o E(n) for |,

G H° and r¡ G IVC XH°. Then, we have

Fa,sx ° F = Fa.sx ° Exp(AdG(s1)(?1))

o E(r¡)

= FaSi o G(sx)-X o Exp |,i o G(Sl) o EU.

And locaUy, we have
Fa,sx ° f^!0//«,»,

° ExP *,, ° (Jifa,sx)~1°Fcl,sx ° £W

*///«,,, ° ExP *,, ° (flfa,sx)~l ° Fa,sx ° EMBut £, is a T(MS ) vector field, and hence

Exp£Si= Jfoj where^ is in r(M^)

■*//«.., ° Expl^ ° (z',4^)-1 =;>, ^Gr(xV0)
Hence,
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«/,* ° FttíSi o E(V)) = V(Fa¡S2) :. V(Fa^ o E(V))= V(Fai¡2)

i.e., Ad(E(ri))(VFaiSi)+ V(E(v)r1 = V(FCt,s2)
and sinceD* ftF^)

- 0 (W,2is in

our versal famüy) we have

D*(Ad(E(v)) o VFaSi + V(E(V))-X)= 0.
But,D*VFas

=0 and hence by Proposition 3.2, r¡ = 0=>MS =MS ands!=s2.

Q.E.D.

1

Corollary

2. 7/dim H°(M, Infp Is constant in a neighborhoodofO GS,

then the versalfamily {Ms,sGS)is universal
Proof. If not, there must exist a family {Mt, tGT) of deformations of M0
and maps r and t: U—>S, U open in T such that Mt is T(Rm) equivalent to MT,t>)
andMT-,ty This implies thatAfT(f) andTr/T-(f) are T(Rm) equivalent. This contradicts CoroUary 1. (In the above, we have assumed that we are working in smaU
enough neighborhoods of zero in S.) Q.E.D.
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